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Simultaneous Observation of Multiple Nonlocal Eigenmodes
of an Inhomogeneity-Driven Plasma Instability
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Multiple eigenmodes of the inhomegeneous energy-density-driven instability are observed simult
ously with large and comparable amplitude. This is in sharp contrast to the usual case in plasm
which one eigenmode dominates or the laboratory device’s geometry is responsible for multiple l
eigenmodes. Each feature in the experimentally observed spectrum is unambiguously identified w
specific eigenstate of the theoretical model. [S0031-9007(98)05297-1]

PACS numbers: 52.35.Qz, 52.35.Fp
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It is well known that inhomogeniety in plasma parame
ters can result in unstable waves [1]. The best known
these are the low-frequency waves associated with the d
[2] and Kelvin-Helmholtz [3] instabilities which are driven
by a gradient in the density and in the transverse-veloc
shear, respectively. The character of these waves can
coherent or turbulent and the influence of these waves
the plasma equilibrium in general, and on particle transpo
in particular, has been the subject of many years of serio
study in fusion and space applications.

In a laboratory experiment, waves are usually observ
as one or more normal modes of the plasma geometry. F
example, radial [4], azimuthal [5], axial [6], and toroida
[7] normal modes have been identified in cylindrical an
toroidal geometries and appear as highly resolved featu
in the fluctuation spectra. Multispiked spectra, cause
under these circumstances by the existence of plas
edges, would not be expected in the expansive plasm
in space, except in the presence of density structuring;
example, at a boundary layer or in the case of filamentatio
In this Letter, observations are reported of eigenmodes t
originate from a transverse-flow structure having a sca
sizeL much smaller than the plasma dimensions but larg
than an ion gyroradiusri .

In previous investigations of the inhomogeneous energ
density driven (IEDD) instability, in which potassium [8]
and argon [9] plasmas were used, a single spectral feat
was reported, with a width ranging from narrowsDfyf ø
2%d to broadsDfyf ø 30%d. Both the interpretation of
the spikiness in the spectrum and the ramifications on t
spectrum of the existence of multiple eigenmodes cou
only be speculated [8,10]. In the plasma experiments r
ported here, where sodium is used [11] for achieving sm
values ofe ; riyL, the number of observed eigenmode
is seen to increase with decreasinge, as expected, and the
identity of individual eigenmodes is readily confirmed b
their unique amplitude dependence on the magnetic fie

Experiments are performed in a single-endedQ-
machine [12] plasma column (3-cm radius, 3-m length
with the following parameters: densityn ø 109 cm23,
ion and electron temperaturesTi ø Te ø 0.2 eV, undis-
turbed plasma potentialVp0 ø 22 V , ion-electron mass
0031-9007y98y80(7)y1441(4)$15.00
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ratio miyme  4.2 3 104 (sodium), magnetic fieldB 
1.5 kG, and neutral pressure (during the experimen
Pn , 1026 torr. Density and plasma potential are mea
sured using Langmuir probes [13] and emissive probe
respectively. A segmented disk electrode [14] is used
produce and control the transverse plasma flow and t
parallel electron drift velocity [15]. The disk electrode
is made of five coplanar, concentric circular segmen
heated to prevent surface contamination. The appli
voltages, V0, V1, V2, V3, and V4, on the inner button
segment sr # 0.80 cmd and on the adjacent annular
segments s0.90 # r # 1.35 cm, 1.40 # r # 1.85 cm,
1.90 # r # 2.35 cm, and 2.40 # r # 2.85 cm, respec-
tively) are set with independent power supplies.

The electron driftnd, relative to the ions, is produced by
biasing the segments positively with respect toVp0, yield-
ing a magnetic-field-aligned current. Typical values o
ndynte  0.1 sndynti  20d are obtainable at disk-
electrode voltages of approximately20 V . When the
segments are biased simultaneously but unequally,
localized radial electric field is produced that result
in a localized E 3 B flow, with speed nE . Values
of nEynte  0.01 snEynte  2d, where nte sntid is the
electron (ion) thermal speed, are typically obtainabl
The inhomogeneous transverse-velocity profile has
radial dimension that can be adjusted within the rang
0.3 , 2L , 2.5 cm. The IEDD wave experiments re-
ported here are the first to use anoutwardelectric field to
destabilize the instability; all previous experiments use
an inward electric field. This enables values ofnd to be
large enough across the entire transverse-flow profile th
the entire profile contributes to the instability.

The measurement ofku andkz involves the cross cor-
relation of simultaneously acquired ion-saturation curre
fluctuations from two separated Langmuir probes mount
together and inserted radially into the plasma column to
point where the amplitude of each mode is large. At th
radial positionr  0.4 cm, values ofku andkz are2.8 and
s0.11 6 0.01d cm21, respectively. The eigenmodes prop
agate primarily azimuthally, in the direction ofE 3 B.
The axial component of the propagation is in the directio
of the electron drift, withvIyskzndd ø 0.7, wherevI is
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1441
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the frequency of an eigenmode in the frame of theE 3 B
flow. The azimuthal mode structure is that of an azimuth
normal mode (i.e.,ku  myr) with mode numberm  1.
Although the wave exists along the entire length of th
plasma column, the axial mode structure does not app
to be that of a normal mode since the axial waveleng
is shortslz  0.57 m 6 10%d compared to the plasma-
column lengthsLp  3.0 md andLpylz is not an integer
multiple of one-half.

In Fig. 1 are three pairs of radial profiles consisting o
the plasma potentialVpsrd (dashed line) and the radia
electric field (solid line) determined byEr  2dVpydr.
Figures 1(a)–1(c) represent the small-L, medium-L, and
large-L cases, respectively. One electric-field structur
with a FWHM of 2L  0.5 cm, stands out in the small-
L case. In the medium-L case, two structures, each with
2L  0.4 cm, are apparent; however, they act togeth
as a single structure, as in quantum mechanics, with
effective FWHM of 1.0 cm. In the large-L case, the
effective full width at half maximum (FWHM) is2.5 cm,
although up to four electric-field structures are resolve
by the emissive probe measurement. The value ofe

associated with Figs. 1(a)–1(c) is 0.50, 0.34, and 0.1
respectively; however, this value can be doubled or halv
over the operating range of the magnetic field due to t
sensitivity ofri and the insensitivity ofL to B [11].

Previous IEDD wave studies [8,9], in which0.7 # e #

1, encountered a single dominant feature in the fluctuati
spectrum, as expected [8] for largee. Figure 2 demon-
strates that two dominant spectral features are encounte
in the medium-L case and that the number of eigenmod
increases with magnetic field (i.e., ase decreases). The
model [16] predicts two and four eigenmodes, close
spaced in frequency, for conditions matching Figs. 2(
and 2(b), in excellent agreement with the experimen
Note thatv , vci for some spectral features, which i
impossible for the homogeneous case of the current-driv
electrostatic ion-cyclotron (CDEIC) instability [17].

The eigenfunction associated with each spectra feat
extends across the entire profile of electric-field structur
This is evidenced in Fig. 2 by the close resemblance
spectra recorded simultaneously on all of the segments
the disk electrode. Moreover, the radial profile of mod
amplitude, shown as solid circles in Fig. 1(b), extend
across the electric-field structures and peaks off axis, a
typical for IEDD waves [18], with the maximumbetween
the electric-field structures.

Figure 3 shows the magnetic-field dependence of t
eigenmode amplitudes for the medium-L case using the
parameterb ; skurid2 for the horizontal axis. For this
medium-L case, one eigenmodes j  1d is present at
low B (i.e., large b), two eigenmodess j  1, 2d are
present at higherB, and three eigenmodess j  1, 2, 3d
are present at even higherB (i.e., low b). The solid
circles (connected by dashed lines) are the maximum f
Fourier transform (FFT) amplitudes of the experimental
observed spectral features. The solid line, for whichb
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FIG. 1. Plasma potential (dashed line) and electric fiel
(solid line). Segments not floating are (a)V0  50 V, (b)
V0  50 V, Vl  50 V , and (c) V0  30 V, Vl  5 V, V2 
2 V , V3  1 V, V4  25 V . The horizontal line indicates the
dimension2L of the electric-field structure.
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of oscillations in the current collected b
the annulus (thin line) and the button (thick line) segments fo
the case of Fig. 1(b) in which (a)e  0.34 sB  1.28 kGd and
(b) e  0.24 sB  1.75 kGd.

is defined asskyrid2, is the predicted growth rate for the
ground states j  1d, the second eigenstates j  2d, and
the third eigenstates j  3d. Although measurements of
growth rate and saturated amplitude [11,15] demonstra
their proportionality, the emphasis should be on compa
ing the cutoff values ofb for the experiment and theory,
since these observed and predicted values are not affec
by the mechanism responsible for the saturation of th
mode amplitude in the experiment. Notice that, asj in-
creases, the separation between the upper and lower c
off values of b for a given eigenmode shrinks and the
range ofb over which the mode is unstable decrease
This method unambiguously identifies the observed eige
modes with thej  1, 2, and 3 eigenstates.

The effects of inhomogeneous transverse flow with an
without parallel current have been described using a fu
kinetic analysis by Ganguliet al. [16]. The steady-state
equilibrium used in the model consists of a uniform mag
netic field along thez direction, a localized transverse flow
profile nEsxd characterized by a maximum valuen

0
E (in

the 2y direction) and a FWHM of2L, a parallel electron
drift speednd relative to the ions, and a perpendicula
density gradient. The general eigenvalue condition in th
model can be solved numerically for a smoothnEsxd pro-
file; however, a sharp-boundary version [16] convenient
shows the essential shear effects [19,20]. The sha
boundary model consists of an isolated region wherenE

has a nonzero constant value, separated by an infinite
mally thin boundary from the surrounding region, wher
y
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FIG. 3. FFT amplitude (experiment) and growth rate (theory
for the jth eigenmode, wherej  1sad, 2(b), and 3(c). The
measured valueku  2.8 cm21 is used to convert values ofB
to values ofb ; skurid2.

nE is zero. The width of the first region is2L. This in-
stability is driven by transverse flow inhomogeneity which
results in an inhomogeneous wave energy density. Hen
it is referred to as the IEDD instability [10]. In the cylin-
drical geometry of the experiment, it is the radial profile
of azimuthal velocity that is inhomogeneous, withnu ø 0
for jr 2 r0j . L andnu ø nE for jr 2 r0j , L, where
r0 is the center of the inhomogeneity.

The inhomogeneous profile of the plasma flow trans
verse to the magnetic field yields multiple solutions of th
dispersion relation which is in the form of an eigenvalu
condition [16]. Each predicted eigenstate, or eigenmod
corresponds to a complex root with properties that var
with changes in the flow profile. The implications of the
multiple eigenmodes, denoted by the mode numberj, were
recently studied in detail [19,20]. The number of roots in
the system for a given set of parameters is determined
n

0
E and2L, has a minumum of one at smalln

0
E and smallL,

and increases with increasingn
0
E or decreasinge. These

complex roots can have comparable growth rates, resulti
in fluctuations with broadband spiky spectra.

The comparison in Fig. 3 between the experiment an
the smooth-boundary theory confirms not only the pre
ence of a set of inhomogeneity-related eigenmodes a
sociated with the IEDD instability, but also the specific
identity of each eigenmode. The qualitative compariso
of the b dependence of each eigenmode’s experimenta
observed saturated amplitude and theoretically predict
linear-theory growth rate is convincing. However, wha
reinforces this interpretation is that experiment and theo
1443
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,
show the same ordering of the lower, center, and upp
values ofb of one eigenmode relative to the others in th
family of eigenmodes.

Sounding rocket data from SCIFER and AMICIST pro
vide the best evidence yet of the IEDD waves in the a
roral acceleration zone, where gyroresonant wave-partic
interactions are believed to be responsible for the une
pectedly large function of heavy ions of ionospheric or
gin in the magnetosphere [21]. The SCIFER experime
[22] documented the microphysical signatures of auror
overflow in the cleft-ion fountain, believed to be the prin
cipal source of mass for the magnetosphere, especia
O1, as the payload passed through several discrete auro
SCIFER provided continuous spatial/temporal resolution
orders of magnitude better than that achieved by previo
orbiting spacecraft and correlated one-to-one the structur
transverse ion acceleration events with broadband, lo
frequency electric fields and plasma density depletion
The AMICIST experiment [23] did the same thing with the
nightside auroral oval where the outflow is smaller but th
physics appears to be the same. The exact correlation
tween transverse ion energization, magnetic-field-align
electron current, and broadband low-frequency waves w
concluded to be the unmistakable signature of curren
driven electrostatic waves. The lack of spectral featur
ordered by the ion-cyclotron frequencies in the observe
spectrum and the synchronous variations in wave intens
and the level of velocity shear in the data [24] suggest th
IEDD waves are better suited than CDEIC or ion-acoust
waves for interpreting these space measurements. Bonn
et al. [23] provide specific values for many important wave
parameters that match very well with the IEDD waves pa
rameters measured in the WVU Q Machine.

In summary, the IEDD instability has been observed in
sodium plasma for the first time, allowing the identification
of multiple radial eigenmodes. A well resolved, bu
closely spaced, group of IEDD wave spectral features a
observed with large and comparable amplitude, a first f
any ion-cyclotron wave. No tendency for these feature
to coalesce or otherwise lose their individual identities
detected. This is in sharp contrast to the convention
wisdom, established over three decades of basic plas
experiments, according to which multiple simultaneou
eigenmodes with similar three-dimensional mode structu
are unexpected. This multieigenmode signature is relat
not to the geometry of the device boundaries but to th
localized flow profile, and, therefore, could be expecte
in signatures of IEDD waves in space where the flow
structured, even if the density is not structured.

This work is supported by the Office of Naval Researc
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